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Sir, the recent report on “stray dog trade, dog meat consumption and rabies” is very interesting [1]. Ekanem et al.
noted that “: stray dog trade, fuelled by eating of dog meat, is a risk factor for human and animal rabies in Calabar,
southern Nigeria [1].” In fact, eating of dog meat is not a usual way that rabies can be transmitted but getting dog
bite during the process of stray dog collection and transportation is more possible. However, it should not be forgotten that the contamination of rabies virus in brain and nervous tissue of rabid dog is possible and this can also
be the source of infective pathogen to ones who directly contact it [2]. Of interest, according to a recent report
by Odeh et al., 3.9 % of studied brains samples from sold dogs could be identified for rabies antigen [2]. Hence,
the specific method for controlling of rabies among the dog meat trade is needed. One who involves in this trade
should get the pre exposure rabies vaccination. Also, consumer who loves to eat dog meat should also be vaccinated. Finally, in additional to rabies, other diseases directly relating to ingestion of dog meat such as helminthic
infestations should not be overlooked. The good example is the trichinellosis which can be a result from intake
of contaminated dog meat.
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